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OUR DEFINITION 
OF DISABILITY
‘Disability’ results from the 
interaction between persons 
with impairments, conditions or 
illnesses and the environmental 
and attitudinal barriers they face. 
Such impairments, conditions 
or illnesses may be permanent, 
temporary, intermittent or 
imputed, and include those 
that are physical, sensory, 
psychosocial, neurological, 
medical or intellectual.

– UN Convention on the Rights of Persons  
with Disabilities 13 December 2006

The Social Model of disability distinguishes 
between the impairment of the person (the 
condition, illness or loss/lack of function) and 
disability (the barriers and discrimination created 
by society). These barriers are seen as being 
the disabling factors which prevent or limit 
opportunities. They may take the form of attitudes, 
discrimination or the physical environment. 
Disability may be permanent or temporary, and is 
often not visible.

Mental health is included in this definition; 
however, not everyone who is diagnosed with 
a mental health condition identifies as having 
disability. According to the latest ABS National 
Health Survey, of the 1.8 million people of working 
age with mental illness in Australia, less than half 
(43 percent) reported having disability. 

The term ‘disability’ can also include people who 
are deaf or hard of hearing. People from the Deaf 
community may not always identify as having 
disability or impairment, and may identify as part 
of a cultural and linguistic group with their first 
language being Auslan (Australian Sign Language). 

Transparent – photography by Belinda Mason (Silent Tears series)
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MESSAGE FROM 
OUR CEO 
It is my pleasure to present the Australia Council’s 
Disability Action Plan (DAP) for 2017–2019.

Artists with disability are a vital part of the 
cultural landscape in Australia. They offer fresh 
perspectives often bringing experimentation, 
creative problem solving, risk taking and innovation 
to their artistic creation. Australian artists 
and companies are recognised nationally and 
internationally in both mainstream and disability-
specific fields – pushing boundaries and inventing 
new and exciting artistic forms. 

We acknowledge the significant contribution that 
artists with disability make to ensuring Australia 
is a culturally ambitious nation and believe that 
all Australians should have the right to enjoy, 
participate in and contribute to the arts. This plan 
reinforces our commitment and will guide our 
direction over the next three years. 

The Australia Council strives to be a disability 
confident and competent organisation and a 
leader that demonstrates good practice. Our new 
plan builds on our previous work and incorporates 
recommendations from the evaluation of our 
2014-16 DAP.  It outlines our commitments and 
represents further advancement in thinking and 
actions. 

I’d like to sincerely thank and acknowledge the 
artists, arts workers and staff who took part in 
our 2014–16 Disability Action Plan evaluation, 
and contributed to the development of this new 
plan. We will continue to build and maintain 
strong relationships and work collaboratively 
with the arts and disability sectors to realise our 
aspirations over the years ahead.

Tony Grybowski 
Chief Executive Officer
Australia Council for the Arts 

Restless Dance Theatre. Touched directed by Michelle Ryan. Performers L to R: Chris Dyke, Lorcan Hopper, 
Josh Campton and Michael Hodyl. Image credit: Andy Rasheed
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OUR DISABILITY 
ACTION PLAN
In 2016, the Australia Council celebrated 20 
years since the release of our first Disability 
Action Plan (DAP). This milestone afforded an 
opportunity to reflect on the many achievements, 
challenges and changes over this time.

Council is proud of what has been achieved 
through our DAPs, particularly our most recent. 
An evaluation of our 2014–16 DAP* revealed 
that significant progress was made in access 
and inclusion for people with disability over this 
period.Artists can now apply to our programs in a 
range of accessible formats and in 2014,  Council 
received its first application in Auslan. Council’s 
website also achieved compliance with Level 
AA of the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 
1.0. Disability Equality Training was delivered to 

all staff in 2015. The peer assessment process 
is now resourced to meet the varied access 
requirements of peers with disability.

Council has also delivered and maintained a 
dedicated funding program from 2014–17 to 
support artists with disability, and continues 
to provide multi-year funding to a number of 
leading producing and service organisations 
working in the arts and disability field.

We are proud that we were able to maintain the 
momentum around disability and accessibility 
during a period of unprecedented change for 
our organisation.

During this time, we have also witnessed a shift 
in the dialogue around arts and disability in 
Australia. Council’s deep engagement with this 
sector has enabled us to be a part of this growth 
in confidence and visibility.

I can’t believe you learnt to sign for me.
Artwork and image courtesy of Asphyxia

* The DAP 2014-16 Evaluation can be downloaded at http://www.australiacouncil.gov.au/about/disability
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CULTURAL 
ENGAGEMENT 
FRAMEWORK
It is significant that over the life of our 2014–16 
DAP, the Australia Council reviewed and 
refreshed our Cultural Engagement Framework 
(CEF) – the overarching mechanism that 
guides our practices, programs and strategies 
governing diversity, including people with 
disability and our DAP. 

Disability is one of six current priority areas under 
our CEF. The remaining five areas are: 

 First Nations peoples;

 children and young people; 

 cultural diversity; 

 older people; and 

 regional and remote Australia. 

An important feature of the CEF review has been 
recognition of the intersection across our CEF 
priority areas and the need for coordinated and 
inclusive action plans.  

For instance, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
people have much higher rates of disability than 
non-Indigenous Australians. People from culturally 
and linguistically diverse backgrounds are less 
likely to access disability services and support. 
Disability intersects and has specific nuances 
across all of our CEF priorities. 

The development of our 2017–19 DAP reflects the 
integrated and coordinated approach to diversity 
through our CEF. The main shift between our 
current and previous DAP is reflected in a range 
of actions that are CEF-wide. This recognises 
not only that our DAP needs to be inclusive of 
diversity, but also that our action plans in other 
priority areas need to consider and address 
disability, and that our diversity strategies need to 
be integrated and intersectional to achieve and 
sustain the greatest momentum for change.

Liz Martin.  
Image credit: Joy Lai
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VISION AND 
COMMITTMENT
We aim to be a disability confident and 
competent organisation. We strive to be 
an innovator in the areas of disability and 
accessibility, to support artists and artsworkers 
with disability to have access to our full resources 
and to implement good practice across all 
programs and initiatives.

We are committed to:

  integrating diversity and equality in all our 
programs; 

  ensuring accessibility is part of ‘business as 
usual’;

  working in partnership to improve access 
across the arts;

  increasing opportunities for artists with 
disability; and 

  raising the profile of artists with disability in 
Australia.

Emma J Hawkins - ‘ I am not a unicorn’,  
Image credit: Amy Cater Photography
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GOALS
Our plan focuses on the following three goals:

GOAL 1 :  ACCESSIBILITY

The Australia Council strives to offer equitable 
access to all areas of our organisation.

We aim to improve access across all areas 
of our operations. Our four priority areas 
are physical, intellectual, attitudinal and 
communications accessibility.

GOAL 2:  LEADERSHIP

The Australia Council aspires to be a 
leader in the areas of arts, disability and 
accessibility practices.

We aim to demonstrate good practice in 
how we engage with people with disability, 
enabling us to benefit from their expertise. 
This includes our own staff as well as artists, 
artsworkers and arts organisations.

GOAL 3: ARTS PRACTICE 

The Australia Council aims to unleash artistic 
resources and cultural capital, to foster the 
potential of artists with disability to further 
contribute to Australia’s cultural narrative.

We aim to foster opportunities, promote and 
advocate for the arts and disability sector, 
and support the arts sector to fully engage 
with artists and audiences with disability.

Performing in Under my Skin at Next Wave 
Festival, 2016 with Elvin Lam, Amanda Lever and 
Luigi Vescio. Image credit: Pippa Samaya

Many Dogs on the run,  
Dion Beasley

Eliza Hull live at Howler supporting Owl Eyes. 
Image credit: Dan Soderstrom
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GOAL 1 :  ACCESSIBILITY
AREA Grants and programs 

ACTION Continue to improve and promote equity and accessibility for applicants to Australia 
Council grants and other programs, and promote good practice in accessibility and 
cultural competency in Australia Council funded activity.  *(CEF - wide)

MEASURES Undertake an accessibility and cultural safety audit of residencies (Dec 2017)

Scope the potential to establish an accessible residency for an artist with disability 
(Dec 2017)

Include budget prompts on access costs in application processes (Dec 2018)

Undertake a CEF review of program criteria (Dec 2019)

Explore more accessible methods of application, acquittal and outreach (Dec 2018)

Update grant guidelines with links to information on accessibility and cultural 
competency (Dec 2018)

Provide links to cultural protocols, resources and information on good practice in 
disability and diversity, and information for applicants on making their projects and 
work more accessible (Dec 2019)

Develop and provide resources for peers on disability, diversity and cultural 
competency to provide guidance on the assessment of applications from diverse 
applicants, or involving diverse participants (Dec 2019)

AREA Access services 

ACTION Itemise and maintain a register of the full range of accessibility provisions across 
all programs and services. Expand services where possible, and produce targeted 
communications to highlight available access and support. 

MEASURES Compile the register (Dec 2017) and review the register as part of regular DAP 
monitoring (ongoing)

Update web presence of accessibility information to reflect the register, and 
implement targeted communications to highlight accessibility and access support 
information to Australia Council visitors, peers and applicants (Dec 2018)

*   A number of actions apply both to people with disability and other CEF priority groups. 
These actions are designated ‘CEF-wide’
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AREA Facilities

ACTION Enhance Australia Council building accessibility beyond compliance with Building 
Standard Codes through additional access improvements.

MEASURES Include new accessible amenities through building renovation (Feb 2017)

Produce an audio-described building tour, address front door prominence, incorporate 
Braille signage and explore eye beacon technology (Dec 2017)

Explore lift announcements and tactile flooring options (Dec 2018)

Ensure any changes to office space or location maintain or improve on existing 
accessibility standards (Dec 2019)

Ensure procedural office practices remain accessible to all staff (ongoing)

AREA Internal communications 

ACTION Create comprehensive internal Communications Accessibility Guidelines and ensure 
good practice is applied across all communications. 

Guidelines to include accessibility protocols for publications, meetings, invitations, 
presentations, events, internal communications, email readability, and the use of clear, 
plain English. 

MEASURES Consolidate existing templates and checklists and additional resources into new 
Communications Accessibility Guidelines and induct staff in their use (Dec 2017) 
Explore possibilities of components of this document (e.g. publication guidelines) 
being shared externally (Dec 2017)

Update Australia Council Style Guide (Dec 2017)

Improve readability of templates and systems by ensuring where possible that all 
online products default to the recommended 12-point sans-serif accessible font  
(Dec 2017)

Produce accessibility guidelines for speakers at all Council events. These should 
include good practice in presentation accessibility, and working with access workers 
(Dec 2017)
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AREA External communications 

ACTION Commit to ongoing review of accessibility of Council’s external communications and 
implement improvements, with specific attention to website rating, accessible grant 
guidelines and application forms, and targeted engagement with the Deaf community 
and people with intellectual disability. 

MEASURES Meet with representatives of Deaf community and people with intellectual disability 
and relevant organisations to inform engagement (Dec 2017)

Review grant guidelines and application forms for accessibility (Dec 2017) and update/
produce more accessible versions (Dec 2018)

Conduct an accessibility audit/scan of external communications, including website and 
online systems (Dec 2019)

Enhance the accessibility of Council’s website by maintaining good practice 
accessibility standards and improving where possible with the aim of attaining AAA 
compliance level and/or good practice, e.g. through use of alt text, audio description, 
captions, Auslan, plain English (ongoing)

Use recognised international access symbols and words to communicate access 
(ongoing)

AREA Stakeholder engagement 

ACTION Improve accessibility and cultural safety for all people engaging with the Australia 
Council through employment, meetings, travel, events and programs. *(CEF - wide)

MEASURES Develop internal protocols to ensure that Council identifies and accommodates 
access needs and cultural requirements (Dec 2017)

Review Travel Policy and work with travel provider to ensure access and cultural 
needs are accommodated (Dec 2017)
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AREA Research, planning and program design

ACTION Utilise good practice and co-design in program design and evaluation, and strategic 
planning processes. Apply ethical research methodologies to capture and incorporate 
input and data on disability and diversity. *(CEF - wide)

MEASURES Ensure development of evaluation framework includes CEF alignment (Dec 2017)

Embed good practice in program design and review across Council, including Diversity 
Team input to program planning (Dec 2017) 

Include disability and diversity in Terms of Reference of all major service and program 
reviews (Dec 2017)

Review research ethics methodology (Dec 2017)

Continuously improve research design and questions (ongoing)

Produce plain English summaries as part of the public release of reports of major 
projects (Dec 2017)

Include alt text descriptions of infographics in all major reports (Dec 2017)

Include disability and other CEF priority areas in stakeholder engagement plan for the 
next strategic plan (Dec 2018)
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GOAL 2 :  LEADERSHIP
AREA Accountability and transparency

ACTION Track and report on Australia Council performance against DAP and other CEF Action 
Plans internally and externally at regular intervals. *(CEF - wide)

MEASURES Monitor progress of the DAP and all CEF Action Plans, through an annual progress 
report (Mar 2018 - ongoing) and mid year check-in

Report on disability and other CEF areas in the Annual Report (e.g. breakdowns of 
grants and other programs) (Sep 2017 - ongoing)

Include capability to capture and report on diversity characteristics in our stakeholder 
interactions in the update of Council’s CRM (Dec 2017)

Provide annual Board update on CEF Action Plans, and provide updates to Executive 
and staff meetings on the DAP and other Action Plans at least twice a year (ongoing)

Work towards a public diversity report (Dec 2019)

AREA Advocacy

ACTION Advocate for disability policy to support the arts and disability sector. 

MEASURES Include a focus on disability in advocacy plans (Dec 2017)

Contribute towards advocacy to NDIA, in partnership with relevant organisations 
(ongoing)

Continue to consult regularly with arts and disability organisations in relation to 
advocacy (ongoing)

AREA Cross-government exchange

ACTION Promote the visibility of disability, accessibility and diversity in intergovernmental 
dialogue, including through sharing CEF and arts and disability content at cross-
jurisdictional meetings. *(CEF - wide)

MEASURES Consider including disability and CEF updates at All-Jurisdiction Meetings (annually - 
ongoing)

Facilitate dialogue between program-level staff across jurisdictions at arts and 
disability and other sector events at least once annually (ongoing)

Provide good practice input into policy initiatives led by other agencies (Dec 2019)
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AREA Sector events

ACTION Promote good practice and increase visibility of arts and disability practice and 
accessibility, with attention to intersections across our CEF diversity priority groups,  
through presentation and exchange at sector events. 

MEASURES Present at least twice annually on good practice in disability access and arts and 
disability practice at disability-specific and mainstream events (ongoing)

AREA Diverse representation

ACTION Increase the representation and inclusion of people with disability and other CEF 
priority areas in Australia Council decision-making, delegations, international arts activity, 
capacity-building, events, residencies and strategic programs. *(CEF - wide)

MEASURES Provide peers with appropriate resources, protocols and guidance on the assessment 
of applications from diverse applicants, or involving diverse participants/beneficiaries 
(Dec 2017)

Increase diverse representation in national and international arts activity that Council 
has influence over, including participation in delegations and events, residencies, 
pitches and showcases at national markets that Australia Council programs (Dec 2018)

Consider diversity in decisions on non-peer assessed programs and activities (ongoing) 

Ensure diversity is represented in Australia Council recommendations for Board 
members (ongoing)

Maintain and extend peer diversity through targeted recruitment and the application 
of a diversity matrix in peer selection and panel membership (ongoing)

Support peers with disability to effectively participate in inductions and assessment 
meetings (ongoing)

Develop targeted strategies to increase the number of people from diverse 
backgrounds accessing residencies, mentoring and leadership programs (ongoing)
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AREA Employment Diversity Strategy

ACTION Develop and implement a Employment Diversity Strategy, focused on increasing and 
retaining staff from diverse backgrounds, including people with disability and other 
CEF priority groups, including outside of identified positions. *(CEF - wide)

MEASURES Develop Employment  Diversity Strategy (Dec 2019)

Considerations include: 

• determining whether targets are applicable to measure success 

•  working towards an organisational culture that increases current and prospective 
staff confidence in disclosing disability

• ensuring general or specific application/interview criteria about diversity 

• adding reference information about diversity/CEF into position descriptions 

• maintaining a scan of new channels to reach diverse applicants

• building relationships with disability employment organisations

AREA Internal capability

ACTION Build the capability of the Australia Council in relation to disability, accessibility, 
diversity and mental health. *(CEF - wide)

MEASURES Provide targeted training for Peer Services to provide appropriate support for peers 
with disability (Dec 2017)

Update Board and staff induction to include CEF information (Dec 2017)

Update Workplace Health and Safety Policy and procedures in relation to mental 
health, including the additions of mental health first aid training for relevant staff  
(Dec 2017)

Compile resources for staff in good practice in accessibility, diversity and cultural 
competency (Dec 2018)

Deliver an annual series of staff engagement activities focused on arts practice, 
learning and dialogue, including in observance of national and international days of 
recognition (ongoing - at least one disability focused event annually)

Ensure all Council events comply with good practice accessibility standards and 
review event protocols as required (ongoing)

Maintain annual mental health staff participation and learning plan through WHS 
Committee and HR (ongoing)

Deliver Disability Equality Training to all staff at least once over the 2017-19 DAP cycle 
(Dec 2019)

Implement a divisional budget line for access costs (Dec 2019)
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AREA Leadership development

ACTION Provide opportunities for arts leaders with disability and from other CEF priority areas 
to develop arts leadership capacity. 

MEASURES Undertake a review of Sync Leadership and related programs, and scope future 
strategies and partnerships to support arts leadership development for people with 
disability and from diverse backgrounds (Dec 2017) 

AREA Procurement 

ACTION Review and update procurement policies and processes to ensure that disability and 
diversity capability is considered in assessment of contracts, and that suppliers apply 
good practice and meet expectations in delivery of services. *(CEF - wide)

MEASURES Update Procurement Guidelines to incorporate diversity and good practice 
considerations in assessment and service delivery (July 2017)

Update contracts and procurement communications to clearly state Australia Council 
expectations in relation to disability, Reconciliation and diversity (Sep 2017) 

Develop and provide induction and resources for suppliers and contractors with 
people-facing roles, including building navigation where appropriate (Dec 2018)
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GOAL 3:  ARTS PRACTICE
AREA Encouraging good practice

ACTION Develop and implement a communications strategy to encourage disability confidence 
of arts organisations and promote examples of good practice in accessibility and 
engagement with artists with disability. 

MEASURES Promote existing disability access resources and the benefits of disability equality 
training (Dec 2017)

Identify  and fill gaps in information and profile good practice and access benefits  
(Dec 2018) 

AREA Diverse representation 

ACTION Promote good practice among arts organisations and projects on employment and 
representation in relation to disability and diversity, and scope the promotion of good 
practice in sector-led events and programs. *(CEF - wide)

MEASURES Conduct accessibility and diversity scan of multi-year funded organisations (Jun 2018)

Encourage diversity capability, action plan adoption, awareness training, presentation 
accessibility and embedded access by funded organisations (Dec 2018)

Review diversity and reporting requirements for the next Four Year Funding cycle  
(Dec 2019)

Work towards a public diversity report, including information on sector diversity  
(Dec 2019)

AREA Encouraging good practice

ACTION Work with relevant organisations and professionals to advance uptake and 
professionalism of access services within the arts

MEASURES Develop an Audio description Policy (Dec 2017)

Profile audio description and other access activity by Council and other arts 
organisations (Dec 2017)

Liaise with the sector around the development of professional access standards 
(ongoing)

Maintain and develop staff audio description team (ongoing)
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AREA Investment

ACTION Maintain existing commitment to the Arts and Disability funding in 2017, and undertake 
an evaluation of the program to determine future support mechanisms for artists with 
disability.

MEASURES Offer round of the Arts and Disability funding program (Jun 2017)

Evaluate the Arts and Disability Funding program outcomes (Oct 2017)

AREA Resourcing 

ACTION Incorporate disability and CEF initiatives wherever possible into the priorities for the 
Co-Investment Strategy. *(CEF - wide)

MEASURES Through the Co-Investment Strategy, broker new investment opportunities to support 
artists with disability and from other CEF priority groups through the Co-Investment 
Strategy (Dec 2019)

AREA Resourcing 

ACTION Develop a strategy to profile and promote excellence in arts practice by artists with 
disability and from diverse backgrounds, and scope pathways for market and audience 
development for diverse work. *(CEF - wide)

MEASURES Include examples of artists with disability in communications and media (ongoing) 

Scope market and audience development pathways (Dec 2018)
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APPENDIX 

WHAT IS A DISABILITY ACTION PLAN?

According to the Australian Human Rights 
Commission (AHRC) of Australia, a Disability 
Action Plan (DAP) provides a way for organisations 
to eliminate, as far as possible, disability 
discrimination from the provision of its goods, 
services and facilities. 

Developing and implementing a DAP is a voluntary, 
proactive process for organisations to undertake 
to comply with the Disability Discrimination Act 
1992 and to make organisations or events as 
accessible, welcoming and inclusive as possible. 

The best DAPs are the ones that make sure 
every team member is involved in identifying and 
removing access barriers. They include all of the 
different ways that people with disability engage 
with the organisation, and outline the actions to 
be taken to make it more accessible, including 
timelines and responsibilities. 

LANGUAGE AND TERMINOLOGY

Council recognises that there are currently varying 
schools of thought on language and terminology 
about disability in Australia. Various information 
sources about this include:

  Arts Access Australia “Advice on disability 
language” = recommends ‘people with disability’

  Access2Arts “Our thinking about disability” = 
recommends ‘disabled person’

  UN Convention on the rights of persons with 
disabilities = uses ‘persons with disabilities’

As a guide, Council generally adopts the 
person-first language of ‘person with disability’ 
to recognise that disability is one aspect of a 
person’s life and does not determine who they are. 
However, we acknowledge that different people 
have different preferences about language. 

IDENTIFICATION AND DISCLOSURE

The Australia Council respects that it is a personal 
choice whether to identify as a person with 
disability, and also how, when and to whom to 
disclose this information. We are developing an 
organisational culture and environment where 
people with disability feel that they will not be 
treated less favourably if they choose to disclose 
this information. Issues around identity influence 
our statistics on number of applicants, panel 
members and staff with disability so it is difficult to 
provide this information with accuracy.

NATIONAL ARTS  
AND DISABILITY STRATEGY

In 2009 the Cultural Ministers Council agreed on 
a National Arts and Disability Strategy (NADS) to 
improve access and participation in cultural and 
arts activities by people with disability.

Ministers agreed on four priority areas for action. 
These are:

 addressing barriers to access and participation;

  supporting artistic and cultural practice among 
those with a disability; 

  developing audiences for disability arts 
companies and individual artists; and 

  improving policy development and planning 
within governments.

A review of the second three years of the NADS 
was undertaken in 2016 and was discussed by the 
Meeting of Cultural Ministers in November 2016.
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NATIONAL DISABILITY STRATEGY

The Council of Australian Governments has 
released a National Disability Strategy 2010–2020 
(NDS) to ensure that people with disability 
maximise their potential and participate as equal 
citizens in Australia. 

The purpose of the NDS is to:

  establish a high-level policy framework to give 
coherence to, and guide government activity 
across mainstream and disability-specific areas 
of public policy;

  drive improved performance of mainstream 
services in delivering outcomes for people with 
disability;

  give visibility to disability issues and ensure 
they are included in the development and 
implementation of all public policy that impacts 
on people with disability; and

  provide national leadership towards greater 
inclusion of people with disability.

NATIONAL DISABILITY  
INSURANCE SCHEME

The National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) 
is a national scheme designed to help improve 
disability services and provide greater control 
and decision making to people with disability in 
Australia. The roll-out of this scheme commenced 
in July 2013 in four selected locations across 
Australia, which provided experience and evidence 
to inform the implementation nationally. 

The NDIS provides an information and referral 
service to help people with disability who need 
access to mainstream, disability and community 
support. For people who have a permanent 
disability that impacts on their life, the scheme will 
provide long-term, high quality support. 

It will also include intensive early intervention, 
particularly where there is good evidence it 
will substantially improve or arrest a decline in 
functioning. People will be able to decide for  
themselves how to manage their care and support, 
and choose how they want to manage their 
supports.

The level of individual funding and support will 
be directly related to addressing the impact of 
a disability on that person’s functioning in key 
areas of life. An eligible person would be funded 
on an annual basis to purchase services, aids 
and equipment from a variety of providers. As a 
person’s circumstances or condition change, they 
will be able to apply to have their funded plan 
adjusted accordingly.

PLAN DEVELOPMENT 

The Disability Action Plan 2017–19 was developed 
in the context of a review and refresh of the 
Australia Council’s Cultural Engagement 
Framework (CEF). It also followed a major 
evaluation of the 2014–16 DAP* and consultation 
with artists with disability, disability-led arts 
organisations, arts and disability organisations, the 
arts sector more broadly and our own staff. 

Our DAP 2017 - 2019 recognises a range of issues 
and strategies that are relevant across the CEF 
priority groups. It builds upon the progress 
made in previous DAPs and aims to address 
challenges and opportunities identified through 
the evaluation, including to incorporate co-design 
principles and a collaborative approach in the 
development and implementation of actions.  

* The DAP 2014-16 Evaluation can be downloaded at http://www.australiacouncil.gov.au/about/disability
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LEGISLATION AND STANDARDS

This DAP was developed with reference to 
relevant legislation and Australian and international 
standards concerning disability and accessibility. 
Provisions of Australian and international law 
outline specific responsibilities and duties that 
directly impact the Australia Council’s mandate and 
operations, as well as the many arts organisations 
and artists we support, including:

  United Nations Convention on the Rights of 
Persons with Disabilities 2006;

  Convention on the Protection and Promotion 
of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions 2005;

  Disability Discrimination Act 1992 
(Commonwealth);

  Commonwealth Disability Discrimination and 
other Human Rights Legislation Amendment 
Bill 2009;

  National Mental Health and Disability 
Employment Strategy 2009;

  Disability (Access to Premises – Buildings) 
Standards 2010;

 National Arts and Disability Strategy 2009;

 National Disability Strategy 2010–2020;

  World Wide Web Consortium’s Web Content 
Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG);

 Anti-Discrimination Act 1977 (NSW);

 Disability Inclusion Act 2014 (NSW); and

  Other Australian state and territory legislation 
that applies to artists, arts organisations and 
projects that are supported by the Australia 
Council.

We also considered good practice international 
examples from Arts Council England, Creative 
Scotland and Arts Council Wales. 

MONITORING AND REVIEW 

This Disability Action Plan will be published 
on Council’s website and also lodged with the 
Australian Human Rights Commission to increase 
its public availability and provide an example that 
other organisations may follow.

The plan’s implementation will be monitored and 
supported by the Cultural Engagement Framework 
Executive Sponsor, CEF Facilitator, the Disability 
Champion and the Diversity Team. The delivery 
of the plan will be undertaken by staff across all 
areas of the Australia Council, and included in staff 
individual performance agreements. 

The CEO will ensure that progress towards the 
outcomes in the plan are reviewed and reported 
on through regular updates to the Australia 
Council Executive and Board, a yearly update 
in the Annual Report and the publication of an 
annual CEF progress report on implementation 
progress to date.

Feedback from our clients, staff and arts and 
disability organisations we work with will also be 
used to inform the success of the plan’s outcomes.
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El Kid Auslan Shadow Interpreting,. 
Image credit: Fiona Basile (Opera Australia)
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Australia Council for the Arts
372 Elizabeth Street
Surry Hills
T: +61 (0)2 9215 9000
Toll free: 1800 226 912 
National Relay Service: 1800 555 677
E: enquiries@australiacouncil.gov.au australiacouncil.gov.au


